GTF Publications and Communications

(Find all of these resources on our website at www.gtfeducation.org.)

Foundation Footnotes
Monthly newsletter of the Graduate Theological Foundation posted to the GTF Blog, emailed to subscribers, and shared via social media. (accessible from the GTF homepage)

GTF Blog
Official blog of the Graduate Theological Foundation with new posts multiple times every week on Residential Institutes, alumni and faculty news, video interviews, E-Tutorials, educational opportunities in Oxford and Rome, the monthly newsletter, and more. (accessible from the GTF homepage)

Social Media
Facebook / Twitter / LinkedIn / Google+ / Pinterest
Daily postings across our five official social media pages about and for students, alumni, and faculty, as well as news and topics related to higher education, ministry, theology, pastoral care and counseling, mediation, religious studies, logotherapy, and much more, including calls for papers (Twitter) and professional conferences (LinkedIn). We also post articles and photos from our monthly newsletter to our social media pages. (accessible from the GTF homepage)

GTF YouTube Channel
Official YouTube channel of the GTF which includes video interviews (by the GTF) with current students, alumni, and faculty, as well as the annual commencement and Runcie Lecture, and playlists that include videos from around YouTube of interviews, presentations, and performances by GTF students, alumni, faculty, and special honorees. (accessible from the GTF homepage)

Online Research Library
Large collection of linked resources (with a majority being open access) across two dozen fields of academic study. Resources includes scholarly journals, bibliographies, indices, databases, and more. (accessible from the Publications and Libraries button on the GTF homepage)

Student Handbook
Annual PDF publication which outlines all degree programs, policies, etc. (accessible from the Admissions button on the GTF homepage)

Oxford Monograph
Annual joint publication between the GTF and the Oxford University Department for Continuing Education containing course descriptions for the Oxford Theology Summer School. This publication is distributed to all Oxford Theology Summer School participants.

Foundation Theology Monograph
Annual collection of scholarly essays by GTF faculty and students on a wide variety of topics. (information accessible under the Publications and Libraries button on the GTF homepage)

GTF Books
Academic publishing imprint of the Graduate Theological Foundation which releases various titles by faculty related to specific areas of study.